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ANNIVERSARIES

MURZABEK IMANALIEV-80

13 September 2011 is the 80th birthday an-
niversary of Doctor of physical-mathematical
sciences, Professor Murzabek Imanaliev. Mur-
zabek Imanaliev was born in 1931 in the Kyr-
gyz Republic. He graduated from the Kyrgyz
State University in 1953. He got his Doctor of
Sciences degree in 1965. In 1979 M. Imanaliev
was elected as an active member of the National
Academy of Sciences of the Kyrgyz Republic and
in 1981 corresponding member of the Academy
of Sciences of the USSR.

Since 1984 he is a Director of the Institute of Mathematics of the National Academy of
Sciences of the Kyrgyz Republic. Since 2002 M. Imanaliev is a President of the Kyrgyz Ma-
thematical Society. He is an author of more than 200 scientific works, including 8 monographers,
2 textbooks. M. Imanaliev is well known specialist in the theory of differential and integro-
differential equations and its applications. He is the member of the International Advisory
Board of the ”TWMS Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics”.

The Editorial Board of our journal congratulates Professor Murzabek Imanaliev on the oc-
casion of his 80th birthday and wishes successes in his multibranch activities.
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AMANBEK JAINAKOV- 70

7 October 2011 is the 70th birthday anniver-
sary of Doctor of physical-mathematical sci-
ences, Professor, the active member of the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences of the Kyrgyz Re-
public Amanbek Jainakov, the honored scien-
tist of Kyrgyz Republic. Amanbek Jainakov was
born in the Talas region of the Kyrgyz Repub-
lic. In 1963 he graduated from Kyrgyz State
University. A. Jainakov got his Ph.D. degree in
1970 and Doctor of Sciences degree in 1984 in
Novosibirsk, Russia.

In 1989 A. Jainakov was elected a correspondent member and in 2000 the active member of
the National Academy of Sciences of the Kyrgyz Republic. In 1976 under the supervision of A.
Jainakov the Republic Interuniversity Computer Center, subsequently - Institute of Computer
Science and Information Technology which became a basis of a computerization of the education
system was created. He was its permanent Director till 2003. Since 2009 he works as a principle
research assistant of the Institute of Physicotechnical Problems and Materials Technology and
adviser of Presidium of National Academy of Sciences of KR. A. Jainakov is an author of
more than 300 scientific works, including 11 monographies, 10 textbooks. Many of his works
are published in Germany, Italy, Japan, England, Korea, Serbia, Russia and etc. He is a
member of the Editorial Board of several mathematical journals. A. Jainakov combines scientific
organization activity with the pedagogical. He works during 47 years in the high schools. A.
Jainakov is a vice-president of the Turkic World Mathematical Society and is doing all his best
for development of this Society.

The Editorial Board of our journal congratulates Professor A. Jainakov on the occasion of
his 70th birthday and wishes him further successes in his activities.
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SHAKIR FORMANOV - 70

20 February 2011 is the 70th birthday anniver-
sary of Doctor of physical-mathematical sci-
ences, Professor Shakir Formanov, an active
member of the Uzbekistan Academy of Sciences.
Shakir Formanov was born in 1941. He gradu-
ated from Faculty of Mathematics and Mecha-
nics of Tashkent State University in 1963 (De-
partment of probability theory and mathema-
tical statistics). Sh. Formanov got his Ph.D.
degree in 1968 and Doctor of Sciences degree in
1976. He is an author of more than 150 papers.

In 1975 Sh. Formanov was awarded the State Beruni prize of Uzbekistan for a series of investi-
gations on limit theorems of probability theory (jointly with S.Kh. Sirajdinov and T.A. Azlarov).
He is well known specialist in probability theory and mathematical statistics. Presently Sh. For-
manov is a Head of the Department at the Institute of Mathematics of the National University
of Uzbekistan. He is a member of the Editorial Board of the ”TWMS Journal of Pure and
Applied Mathematics” and is doing all his bests for development of this journal.

The Editorial Board of our journal congratulates Professor Shakir Formanov on the occasion
of his 70th birthday and wishes him continuing good health, new beautiful theorems in his
favorite topics and in new ones, new brilliant pupils.
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